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The Berkeley Court

DUBLIN • IRELAND
Cocktail de Langostines Marie Rose
A cocktail of Fresh Jumbo Dublin Bay Prawns served with Marie Rose Sauce

Crema de Legumes
A tasty blend of Country Vegetables cooked in a Chicken Stock

Filet de Sole Bonne Femme
Two Fillets of Dover Black Sole poached and served in a creamy mushroom and onion sauce, glazed under salamander

Sorbet au Citron
A mouthwatering Water Ice with a strong lemon flavour

Carre d'Agneau Roti Sauce Poiloise
Tender Bestend of Spring Lamb, cooked pink and served with a Mint flavoured Bearnaise sauce

Bouquetiere de Legumes Pomme Nouvelle et Pomme Chatrau
A selection of fresh market vegetables with baby new potatoes and roast potatoes

Souffle Froid de "Irish Mist"
A very light Souffle laced with Irish Mist liqueur

Fromage d'Iralandaise et d'Europ
Selection of mature Irish and Continental Cheeses

Petits Fours et Café
Bite sized sweets served with coffee